Digitise your business with LEAP
You have a process improvement strategy – now it’s time to deliver! Low-code LEAP from
Flovate Solutions is a digitisation platform designed to turn your great ideas into apps – fast.

“We created LEAP because our core belief is that IT should be the hero. We
believe passionately in the power of innovation and empowering operational
and IT leaders to rapidly turn ideas into applications that can evolve as their
business does.”

WHY CHOOSE LEAP FOR BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION?

1.

Cost effective: Our Lowcode platform allows change
managers to build and evolve
applications without getting IT
involved, cutting development
costs by up to 10x.

2.

Deliver results faster:
The vast component toolkit
means we can create
your solution rapidly and
provide fast turnaround on
changes, increasing agility
and satisfaction.

3.

Enterprise level
functionality: LEAP offers
integrated EDM, advanced
workflow, dashboard
reports, automation,
mobile & web UI, document
scanning and more.

4.

Next-gen reporting &
analytics: View your data
the way you like it with the
LEAP Dashboard Design
Studio. Need a new report?
Simply drag and drop.

5.

Connected, cloud and
mobile: Integrate with
everything from finance
data to social platforms and
track process performance
anytime, anywhere.

6.

Supports continuous
improvement: Need
to create and edit a
workflow? Add users? Edit
documentation? Do it all with
LEAP – no code required.
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“LEAP is designed specifically for business users. If you can create a rule in
Outlook, or use formulas in Excel, then you will have no problems creating
and evolving the LEAP Business Process Management platform.”

LEAP FOR YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
From case management and compliance to self-service platforms: you tell us what you want to
achieve and we will create your perfect custom solution.
Here’s just a few projects that have benefited from LEAP:
•

Customer and employee
self-service platforms

•

Industry end-to-end
digitisation projects

•

Management information
scoping (e.g. MAR, MiFID II)

•

Compliance monitoring
programmes

•

Risk management

•

Onboarding new or
changed managed services

•

Feedback mechanisms
and service level
improvements

Learn more: flovate.com/reporting

JUST A FEW OF OUR CUSTOMERS…

LEAP is a ‘blank canvas’ software solution and therefore lends itself to diverse business
transformation projects. Here’s just a few of the organisations that we work with.

Success stories: flovate.com/case-studies
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OUR APPROACH
Combining nearly two decades’ implementation experience with cutting-edge digital tech, we turn
your great ideas into working apps, fast. Here’s how…

Analyse

Configure

Test

Request your free business
analysis and we will work
closely with you to create a
proof of concept (PoC). This
takes under two weeks.

Our in-house business
analysts set to work to create
your solution, using the vast
array of components in the
LEAP toolkit.

Our QA team perfect
your solution, checking it
rigorously for quality and
taking on board any changes
to the spec.

Deliver

Support

We implement your solution,
including any integration
points and offer tailored
training to get your users up
to speed fast.

Experienced UK based staff
are here to support you both
in your daily work and to give
you confidence in evolving
LEAP yourself.

Ready for digital transformation?
Bring your innovations to life – today.
To find out more about how LEAP can empower your next
digital transformation project, simply request a call-back
or demo via our website.

flovate.com/contact-us

FLOvate Solutions Ltd
IP-City Centre, 1 Bath Street
Ipswich, Suffolk, IP2 8SD
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T 0330 111 0570
E solutions.team@flovate.com
www.flovate.com

